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ABSTRACT
DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPERIMENTAL MODEL TO QUANTIFY LUMBAR
SPINE KINEMATICS DURING MILITARY SEAT EJECTION

Steven G. Storvik
Marquette University, 2011

The initial phase of a military ejection sequence exerts substantial axial loads on
the spinal column. Eccentric inertial loading on the thoracolumbar spine can lead to
injury. Most serious injuries due to ejection are in the form of a vertebral fracture, most
commonly occurring at the thoracolumbar junction. The objective of the current study
was to understand characteristics of a military seat ejection by employing an
experimental model designed to simulate the boost or in-rail phase. The model
incorporates realistic boundary conditions and is capable of quantifying metrics
associated with injury tolerance such as applied accelerations and resultant loads and
spinal kinematics.
A total of four human cadaveric spine specimens (T12-L5) were tested. The test
matrix consisted of two parts. The first part subjected specimens to sub-failure loading to
outline spinal kinematics during dynamic vertical acceleration. The second part of the
test matrix consisted of acceleration tests designed to induce compression and/or burst
fractures as sustained by military aviators during ejection. The developed experimental
model is the first to simulate realistic inertial loading during ejection-type accelerations
using isolated osteoligamentous spines and may provide imperative injury mechanism
data for future safety design considerations.
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND

1.1 Justification for Research
Military ejection seats exert substantial axial loads on the spinal column during
the boost or in-rail phase as the seat must vertically displace the aviator over a very short
time period [1]. A serious resulting injury of particular concern is spinal injury in the
form of vertebral fractures. Clinical studies investigating the relative frequency of
vertebral fractures after ejection have reported rates of 16 to 38% [2-8]. These fractures
most commonly affect the thoracolumbar junction [2,9,10]. Recent ejection data,
lumping aircraft and performance envelope types, indicate that between 20 and 60% of
vertebral fractures sustained by survived ejectees occur between the twelfth thoracic
vertebra (T12) and the fifth lumbar vertebra (L5) [6-8]. Therefore, an improved
understanding of the dynamic response of the lumbar spine during axial loading is
required to advance aviator safety during seat ejection.
Isolated post-mortem human subject (PMHS) or bovine/porcine spines have been
utilized in the past to investigate lumbar mechanics. The method of load application
most often involved static specimen placement with dynamic load application to the
superior fixation using weight-drop [11-17] or MTS piston [18-24] techniques. Often
these experimental models were used to make available clinically relevant data
concerning vertebral fractures, such as compressive failure thresholds, canal
encroachment data, and comparisons of reduction techniques. However, experimental
boundary conditions affect the mechanism of injury and, thus, should accurately simulate
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the real-world loading scenario in order to obtain accurate and applicable data. For
example, Ewing et al. stated that ejection fractures “are not due to blunt trauma to the
vertebrae, nor to striking the aircraft or ground, but appear to occur during or slightly
subsequent to initial application of vertical +GZ impact [acceleration] to the vertebral
column” [25]. Therefore, inertial loading of the upper torso may have a considerable role
in injury causation and is an important boundary condition to incorporate. Furthermore,
the MTS piston and the weight-drop models in their current forms are not practical to
investigate input +GZ acceleration that can be directly related to the boost or in-rail phase
of a military seat ejection. In other words, characteristics of the caudocephalad
acceleration pulse applied to the seat during ejection can not be explicitly related to the
presence/absence or type of vertebral fracture produced during an experimental test using
these models. What’s more, characteristics of the acceleration versus time pulse, such as
maximum acceleration, duration, and rate of onset, are important in producing clinicallyrelevant injury types and severities [12], and has not been thoroughly investigated using
these two previous models. An investigation of acceleration input will have direct
application to develop safer ejection seats.
To fully understand injury mechanisms and characteristics of the lumbar spine
during a military seat ejection, an archetypal axial loading scenario, a biomechanically
accurate and repeatable model capable of fully quantifying metrics associated with injury
tolerance (i.e., accelerations, loads, kinematics) must be used. Thus, the current study
focused on the development of an experimental model that would accurately quantify the
biofidelic response of PMHS thoracolumbar spines during dynamic axial loading using
realistic boundary conditions. Understanding the specific mechanism of injury is the first
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step in developing strategies for injury prevention. Accordingly, delineating the effects
of these factors is imperative for future safety design considerations not only for ejection
seats, but also for other like axial loading scenarios such as falls from height, military
underbody blast due to improvised explosive devices, and motor vehicle bottoming out.

1.2 Thoracolumbar Spine Biomechanics

1.2.1 Anatomical Consideration

Subject to traumatic axial loading, the spine most often experiences serious
injuries at the thoracolumbar junction [26-29]. The thoracolumbar junction (T11-L2) is
unique anatomically and consequently biomechanically. An understanding of the
structural geometry may help explain in part the higher frequency of injury at this site.
The spinal column consists of four regions (cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral) and
two curvatures. The cervical and lumbar regions have a lordotic curvature and the
thoracic and sacral regions have a kyphotic curvature. At the thoracolumbar junction, the
spinal column is transitioning inferiorly from kyphosis to lordosis. Also a point of
interest, the facet orientation is at a transitioning point and the floating ribs begin at the
junction. Combining these facts can pose possible reasons why this site is prone to
axially induced injuries on the spinal column.
Kyphosis in the thoracic spine usually begins at T1-T2, averaging about 1o at that
segment [30]. The kyphotic angulation incrementally increases at each segment caudally
until the apex of the kyphosis at T6-T7. From T4-T5 to T8-T9, roughly 5o of kyphosis
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occurs at each segment. The kyphosis incrementally decreases below the apex until the
thoracolumbar junction, where the normal segmental angulation at T11-T12, T12-L1, and
L1-L2 is 2.5o kyphosis, 1o kyphosis, and 4o lordosis, respectively [30]. Lumbar lordosis
begins at L1-L2 and incrementally increases caudally to the sacrum. The lumbar lordosis
apex occurs at the L3-L4 disc. Thus, the thoracolumbar junction is a transitioning point
from lordosis to kyphosis and acts as a fulcrum between the thorax and lower back.
In the transverse plane, the facet angles are an average of 106o from T1 to T11
(T10 in the inferior facets), defining the transverse angles as the angle between the lines
of the mid-sagittal plane and the articular facet widths of each vertebra [31]. From T12
to L2 (from T11 to L2 in the inferior facets) the facet angles rapidly decrease sequentially
with L2 having a mean of 25o (Fig. 1). Then, from L3 to L5 the facet angles increase
steadily reaching an average of 50o. In the sagittal plane, the facet angles are at a
transitioning point in a similar manner at the thoracolumbar junction location. Whereas
the facet angles are generally frontally oriented in the cervical region and manifest a
slight anterior inclination from the frontal plane in the thoracic region, the facets are
dramatically sagittaly oriented in the lumbar. This results in the lumbar spine having
minimal resistance to flexion compared to the thoracic spine, and therefore a larger
flexion-extension range of motion (ROM) [32]. In the upper and middle thoracic regions
the ROM is 4 and 6 degrees, respectively. At T11 through L2, however, the ROM is
increased to 12 degrees [33].
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Figure 1: Illustration describing facet angle definitions in the transverse plane.

Another key component to consider is the rib cage. The rib cage increases the
thoracic spine’s moment of inertia and, therefore, its stiffness and strength in any mode of
bending. In axial compression, the rib cage and sternum provide 21% of the stiffness
[34]. In flexion-extension, it was shown that 40% of the thoracic spine stiffness was
provided by the rib cage and sternum. In another biomechanical investigation of the
thoracic spine, resection of the costovertebral joints after discectomy increased ROM by
approximately 80% under all loading modes. While the costovertebral joints are attached
to two vertebral bodies from T1 to T10, the ribs are entirely attached to the body on T11
and T12. T11 and T12 lack a costotransverse articulation as well. Thus, the added
stability and shared load path is lost at this region. Although the ribcage increases the
thoracic spine’s strength and stiffness in bending, it moves the center of gravity of the
torso further anterior from the instantaneous axis of rotation of inferior motion segments.
Consequently, a larger flexion moment is produced and the region just caudal to T10
becomes most susceptible to injury during axial loading.
During axial loading, therefore, the upper and middle thoracic spine has a
tendency to resist flexion and transfer its inertial load first compressively to the
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thoracolumbar junction. At this site, the stability gained by the rib cage is lost, and the
spine becomes less resistant to flexion due to the increasingly sagittally oriented facet
joints. What’s more, the posterior ligamentous complex and musculature organization of
the lumbar spine is apt to maintain lordosis, and may attempt to keep its cranial end
upright during a dynamic event. While the vertebrae of the thoracolumbar junction have
lumbar characteristics, relatively, they are less strong than L3-L5 in axial loading [35].
Theoretically, this setting will leave T11-L2 predisposed to anterior wedge fractures.
Clinical literature supports this assertion by identifying that (anterior wedge) compression
fractures are the most common injury to occur at this location along the spinal column
[29,36,37].

1.2.2 Compression/Compression-Flexion Failure

Kazarian and Graves made an outstanding contribution to experimental spinal
biomechanics in 1977. Using isolated human thoracic vertebral bodies (age: 31 ± 6
years), the biomechanical investigation highlighted uniaxial compressive strength
characteristics related to strain rate and position along the spinal column. Considering
ultimate load and stiffness of the centrum, the effects of position and displacement rate
were statistically significant [38]. The study revealed that ultimate load and stiffness
increased with descending position along the spinal column and with increasing
displacement rate. At a quasi-static loading rate of 0.0889 mm/s the average ultimate
load was 3898 ± 1288 N (n = 16). At an increased loading rate of 889 mm/s the average
ultimate load increased to 8692 ± 3329 N (n = 29). The axial deformation to ultimate
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load, however, is only dependent on rate and not on position – the higher the loading rate,
the lower the deformation of the body at ultimate load. When simultaneous anterior
bending is included, the compressive failure load is reduced [39]. Isolated T9 or T10
centrums loaded at 0.1 mm/s axial displacement and 0.2 o/s anterior rotation failed at an
average of 1750 ± 898 N compressive force and 27 ± 19 Nm flexion moment. Thus, the
mechanical behavior of vertebral bodies in compression varied with loading conditions.
In comparison to thoracic vertebrae, compressive strength of individual lumbar
vertebrae has also been investigated. Pure compression tests of one-vertebra lumbar
specimens, including 3 mm of disc on each endplate, were conducted at a quasi-static
displacement rate of 0.0833 mm/s [35]. For male specimens (n = 45; age: 60 ± 15 years),
average ultimate load for L1-L4 was 4570 ± 2137 N. Eight younger specimens, similar
in age to the specimens from the Kazarian and Graves study, however, had an average
ultimate load of 7351 ± 2711 N. Therefore, compressive strength of lumbar vertebrae is
an average of 89% greater than thoracic vertebrae.
It is well accepted that vertebral centrum strength increases descending the spinal
column and that the failure load is correlated to bone quality [38,40-42]. The mean
increase in failure load between T10 and L5 is 0.24 kN per segment. Although using the
single segment approach provides a more specific assessment of the strength and
mechanical behavior of an individual vertebra, testing functional units and multi-segment
specimens more accurately simulates in vivo loading conditions. The interaction among
the vertebral bodies, intervertebral joints, and ligaments largely affect the spine’s
mechanical response to loading and present multiple modes of failure (e.g., vertebral
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body failure, endplate fracture, prolapsed disc). Accordingly, a majority of past
biomechanical investigations have tested single or multiple functional units in series.
Yoganandan et al. investigated normal and degenerated functional units in pure
compression at a quasi-static rate of 2.54 mm/s [43]. Degenerated specimens had lower
average failure loads (5.30 ± 0.29 kN) than normal specimens (11.03 ± 1.42 kN). The
study showed that strain energy absorption capacity is significantly higher for normal
compared to degenerated specimens, although, the deflections were approximately the
same. Another study, conducted by Hutton and Adams, reported similar compression
strength when applying compression to functional units pre-flexed 4 to 10 degrees, and
revealed that endplate fracture was the mode of failure in 85% of the cases [44].
Although the group did not report the inherent flexion moment with the concomitant
compression force, Adams et al. reported the typical failure flexion moment to be
between 49 and 73 Nm [45,46]. Whereas single-vertebra testing characterized trabecular
and cortical bone strength of the vertebra, testing functional units provided evidence that
the soft tissue organization and the composite nature of the spine affect load sharing and
injury mechanism. For a concise summary of past experimental investigations of
functional units in compression, refer to [43].
During compressive loading of the vertebra, the tissue near and including the
endplates is at the highest risk of initial failure [47]. Consequently, several studies have
focused on characterizing the endplate’s role in injury mechanism. Much like vertebral
bodies, superior and inferior lumbar endplates’ failure loads increase from L1 to L5 [48].
The biomechanical load-deformation response of lumbar endplates has been investigated
by compressing the entire vertebra-disc interface and also by using a hemispherical
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indenter to perform indentation tests at various sites directly on the endplate surface. The
two test setups produce fundamentally different boundary conditions. Local
deformations were recorded as high as 1.5 mm under 110 N compression using
indentation tests [48]. These tests revealed that the posterolateral regions of lumbar
endplates are the strongest. However, when 2-vertebra specimens were compressed, and
the disc proportionally loaded the endplate, maximum displacements of 0.4 mm under 5.5
kN compressive force were recorded [49]. Fractured or permanently bulged endplates
were obtained from an average of 3075 ± 435 N compressive force [49].
Not only do the specimen boundary conditions affect resulting injuries, but so
does the rate of external loading. In 1997, Yingling et al. loaded to failure three-vertebra
porcine spines at five loading rates ranging from 100 to 16000 N/s. A significant effect
of load rate on the ultimate compressive load, displacement, and stiffness at failure
resulted from the three-way multivariate analysis of variance, supporting the earlier study
by Kazarian and Graves. What’s more, the study revealed that as loading rate changes
from quasi-static to dynamic, the failure site shifts from exclusively endplate to vertebral
body failures. Thus, the decrease in deformation at failure as loading rate increases
together with the shifting of injury from the endplate to the vertebral body suggest a
change in the injury mechanism between quasi-static and dynamic loading [50].
Extensive research has been conducted using isolated osteoligamentous spine
specimens to investigate resulting injuries due to compression/compression-flexion
loading. These studies have provided a wide range of load-tolerance values for
compression and flexion, the primary spinal motions resulting from ejection [10]. To
focus the literature search toward fracture patterns observed in survived ejectees [37],
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relevant experimental studies investigating the anterior wedge fracture and more severe
burst fracture are discussed in the following section.

1.3 Prior Vertebral Fracture Models
Numerous researchers have sought to characterize spinal fractures due to dynamic
vertical loading. Most often, the specific aims were to clarify the mechanism, observe
the fracture pattern, measure the spinal canal occlusion, compare surgical or conservative
management outcomes, or examine the general mechanical behavior of the injury. In
order to achieve these aims, two vertebral fracture models have been incorporated in a
majority of studies – the weight-drop model and the MTS piston model (Fig. 2). These
models involve fixing the caudal end of the specimen and applying a vertical load to the
cranial end. From these past studies, several important design considerations can be
derived that are pertinent to the development of an experimental model. However,
scrutiny of these studies also reveals that existing models are inadequate to characterize
the thoracolumbar spine during military seat ejection.
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Figure 2: Representative drop-weight model (left) and MTS model (right).

The initial phase of an ejection sequence, the boost or in-rail phase, is a dynamic
event. Previously reported seat acceleration data suggest that operational peak and onset
rates range between 14 – 21 g and 175 – 300 g/s, respectively [51-53]. Simulated
ejections at presumed sub-injury acceleration levels using USAF-fit volunteers showed
that the average compressive loading rate measured on the seat pan due to 10 g peak
accelerations (8 m/s) reached in approximately 70 ms was 150 kN/s [54]. Since the spine
is a viscoelastic structure, it’s response to external loading is rate dependent.
Accordingly, loading rate is an important aspect to consider.
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Early researchers studying spinal biomechanics acknowledged the importance of
loading rate. To dynamically load the spine a mass was dropped from a height onto the
cranial end. This method was first described by Hirsch and Nachemson in 1954 [55]. A
widely referenced work by Perey in 1957 reported injury types in functional units using
the drop-weight method [56]. These experiments produced maximum loads between
10,300 and 13,200 N within 6 ms by dropping a mass of 15 kg from a height of 0.5
meters. This corresponds to a potential energy (PE) of 74 joules. Endplate fractures
occurred in 26% of the experiments; wedge-shaped vertebral compression fractures
occurred in 8%. Willen et al. produced more severe compression (burst) fractures by
dropping 10 kg masses from 2 meters (PE = 196 J) onto three-vertebra thoracolumbar
specimens [13]. The group noted that vertebrae from subjects above seventy years of age
tended to collapse totally in compression due to dynamic axial loading, whereas vertebrae
from subjects under forty years of age showed the comminuted fracture pattern
characteristic of burst fractures [29]. These experimental data agreed well with clinical
data wherein patients sustaining burst fractures were typically young [57,58].
Subsequent studies provided supporting results, confirming that the burst fracture was a
high rate injury (Table 1).
These data, however, were derived from two- or three-vertebra specimens and
cannot be used to directly deduce the response of the entire lumbar spine. In functional
unit testing, free motion in the facet joints was not allowed [59]. In three-vertebra
segments, consisting of three vertebrae and the two intervening intervertebral discs, free
motion was allowed and in vivo loading was better simulated on both the proximal and
distal ends of the vertebra of interest. However, only one vertebra was exposed to
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traumatic loading and longitudinal ligaments spanning several vertebrae are transected in
this setup. Again, the response of the entire lumbar spine was restricted, and the response
data from these studies are less bona fide to directly validate a full, intact lumbar spine
FE model.
Specimen lengths greater than three vertebrae were not biomechanically tested
until the late 1980’s. Yoganandan et al. tested full lumbar spine columns at a quasistatic
rate of 2.5 mm/s under the compression-flexion mode until failure using the MTS piston
model. Initial failure of the column occurred at an average load of 3815 ± 473 N [22]. In
a later study, Duma et al. tested full lumbar spine columns at a dynamic rate of 1000
mm/s [18]. Those spines failed at an average compression force of 5460 ± 638 N and
flexion moment of 201 ± 51 Nm ([22] did not report concurrent flexion data). Although
the two data sets cannot be directly compared since the fractures were biased by stress
risers in the study by Yoganandan et al., it is worth noting that the spines under high-rate
loading exhibited a 40% increase in ultimate load. This characteristic trend is supported
by an earlier study wherein intact spines failed at an average compression force of 2329 ±
1515 N and flexion moment of 167 ± 75 Nm under quasistatic compression-flexion [60].
However, these values are only presented for comparison as those spines were much
longer in length. Over 70% of specimens tested were T2- or T3-L5.
Dynamic studies of the isolated osteoligamentous spine using the drop-weight
method are listed in Table 1; dynamic studies using the MTS method are listed in Table 2.
Although these models have provided clinically relevant data concerning the fractures
produced, such as canal encroachment data and comparisons of reduction techniques, the
models have not fully characterized the injury mechanism. In general, the majority of
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studies have defined tolerance thresholds in terms of forces and moments, albeit without
scenario-specific boundary conditions. For example, two boundary conditions that have
not been given the attention they deserve are realistic inertial loading and the input
acceleration pulse. The caudal end of the specimen was always rigidly fixed in the global
coordinate system, giving this end of the specimen a constant acceleration of zero. While
this boundary condition is experimentally expedient, it does not replicate the inertial
loading present during real-world axial loading situations such as military pilot ejection.
In addition, characteristics of the acceleration versus time pulse, such as maximum
acceleration, duration, and rate of onset, are important in producing clinically-relevant
injury types and severities, and defining injury tolerance thresholds [12]. Past studies
using both the MTS piston model and weight-drop model have not thoroughly examined
these two areas of focus.
Weight-drop or piston load application to the cranial fixation does not replicate
the acceleration-driven loading as applied to the base of the spine in pilot ejection, as well
as many other real-world axial loading scenarios. Depending upon the rate of onset of
acceleration during the boost or in-rail phase, motion of the upper torso supported by the
spine may lag the forced motion of the seat pan with accompanying spinal compression
[53]. At this point, under such conditions, the seat has a greater velocity than the upper
torso, which subsequently requires the upper torso to undergo an acceleration which
exceeds seat acceleration in order to reach terminal seat velocity. Early researchers in the
mid-twentieth century referred to this phenomenon as the “dynamic response”
[51,52,61,62]. This mechanical phenomenon is of considerable importance in injury
causation, and was investigated initially using continuum models of the spine. It was
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shown that the dynamic response is much more sensitive to changes of rate of
acceleration onset than the final velocity. Hess et al. showed that for small rise times (<
40 ms) the maximum acceleration and stress that the spinal column experienced increased
to twice the value of rise times over 100 ms [63]. Therefore, realistic inertial loading is
important in characterizing military seat ejection.
Acceleration data were not widely reported in dynamic studies involving isolated
osteoligamentous spines. The actual acceleration of the superior and inferior ends of the
specimen has not been reported, though, the inferior end can be assumed to be zero for
the duration of the test. Willen et al. recorded the acceleration history of the falling mass
as it impacted the superior end of the specimen, reporting a maximum acceleration over
80 g within 10 ms of the event [13]. The loading paradigm lasted less than 15 ms. Other
studies utilizing the drop-weight method had similar loading histories. The entire dropweight event (loading and unloading) typically had a total duration between 20 and 30 ms,
reaching peak compression loads within 10 ms [64,65]. Only one study reported a
greater mean time to peak load [12]. This particular study used bovine spines, and
reached peak compression loads within 20 ms.
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Table 1: Dynamic PMHS thoracolumbar spine injury investigations utilizing weight-drop method.
First author

Perey

Willen

Year

1957

1984

Journal

Acta Orthop
Scand Suppl

Spine

Column length

Specimens
tested

Failure
compression (N)

2-vertebra

Human;
9x T12-L1,
12x L1-L2,
21x L2-L3,
14x L3-L4,
20x L4-L5

Approximate
range:
10,300 – 13,200

3-Vertebra

Human;
7x T12-L2

Range:
6,000 – 10,000

Range:
9,500 – 12,000

Cotterill

Fredrickson

1987

1988

J Orthop Res

Spine

> 3-Vertebra**

> 3-Vertebra**

Bovine;
20x T1-L6

Human;
4x T10-L4

-

-

Failure
moment
(Nm)

Object
investigated

Initial
Specimen
Orientation

Specimen
integrity
intact

Comments

-

Injury
mechanism &
mechanical
behavior

Neutral

Yes

Compression
approximated
using weightdrop method

-

Injury
mechanism &
morphology,
reduction
effects

Neutral

Yes

Compression
recorded at
initial fracturing
Compression
recorded during
further
compression and
consecutive
fracturing

-

-

Develop burst
fracture model,
reduction
effects

-

Canal
encroachment,
reduction
effects

15 deg flexion

Neutral

No

**Only disc
T12-T13 and
half of vertebra
T12 was exposed
to trauma
loading

Yes

**Only the
vertebral level of
interest was
exposed to
trauma loading
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Table 1. (contd.)
First Author

Fredrickson

Year

1992

Journal

Spine

Column
Length

> 3-Vertebra**

Specimens
tested

Human;
6x T10-L4

Failure
Compression
(N)

-

Failure
Moment
(Nm)

Object
investigated

Initial
Specimen
Orientation

Specimen
integrity
Intact

Comments

-

Canal
encroachment,
injury
morphology,
reduction
effects

Neutral

Yes

** Only L1 was
exposed to
trauma loading

Develop burst
fracture model,
reduction
effects

Unspecified
degree of
flexion applied
to caudal
segment

Yes

**Only T12
was exposed to
trauma loading

** Only L1 was
exposed to
trauma loading

Cain, Jr.

1993

Spine

> 3-Vertebra**

Bovine;
24x T8-L3

Zou

1993

Spine

> 3-Vertebra**

Human;
6x T10-L4

-

-

Reduction
effects

Neutral

Yes

Lin

1993

Spine

3-Vertebra

Human;
8x T11-L1,
2x T12-L2

-

-

Reduction
effects

Neutral

Yes

Panjabi

1994

Spine

3-Vertebra

Human;
13x T11-L1

-

-

Injury
instability

Neutral

Yes

Oxland

1994

J Spinal
Disord

3-Vertebra

Human;
11x T11-L1 and
2x T12-L2

-

-

Injury
instability

Neutral

Yes

Panjabi

1995

Spine

3-Vertebra

Human;
14x T11-L1 and
2x T12-L2

6,680 ± 2,014

44 ± 66

Injury
instability

Neutral

Yes

6,187 ± 2,286

93 ± 56

15 deg flexion

Yes

Range:
5,300 – 6,800

-

8 deg flexion

Yes

Kifune

1995

Eur Spine J

3-Vertebra

Human;
10x T11-L1

Injury
morphology &
instability
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Table 1. (contd.)
Object
investigated

Initial
Specimen
Orientation

Specimen
integrity
Intact

-

Canal
encroachment

8 deg flexion

Yes

-

Injury
mechanism &
morphology,
reduction
effects

Neutral

Yes

-

Injury
morphology,
canal
encroachment

8 deg flexion

Yes

-

Reduction
effects

First Author

Year

Journal

Column
Length

Specimens
tested

Failure
Compression
(N)

Failure
Moment
(Nm)

Panjabi

1995

J Spinal
Disord

3-Vertebra

Human;
15x T11-L1

-

3-Vertebra

Bovine;
3x T9-T11,
3x T11-T13,
3x L1-L3, and
3x L4-L6

3-Vertebra

Human;
19x T11-L1

> 3-Vertebra

Human;
6x T10-L3

Tran

Kifune

Mermelstein

Panjabi

Panjabi

1995

Spine

1997

J Spinal
Disord

1998

1998

2000

Spine

Eur Spine J

Clin Biomech

3-Vertebra

> 3-Vertebra**

Human;
10x T11-L1

Human;
9x T11-L3

4,700
(typical)

-

-

6,600

-

-175
(extension)

-

Injury
instability

Incremental
trauma
approach, canal
encroachment

10 deg
flexion

8 deg flexion

8 deg flexion

Comments

Compression
recorded using
weight-drop
method

No

A burst fracture
was created
with the weightdrop method

Yes

Failure
compression
and moment is
from one
representative
specimen.

Yes

**Tight-fitting
epoxy collars
were around
T12 and L2 to
protect these
vertebrae
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Table 1. (contd.)
First Author

Year

Journal

Column
Length

Specimens
tested

Failure
Compression
(N)

Failure
Moment
(Nm)

Object
investigated

Specimen
integrity
Intact

Comments

8 deg flexion

Yes

**Tight-fitting
epoxy collars
were around
T12 and L2 to
protect these
vertebrae

Initial
Specimen
Orientation

> 3-Vertebra**

Human;
9x T11-L3

-

-

Reduction
effects

2003

J Bone Joint
Surg Am

3-Vertebra

Bovine;
Thoracolumbar
segments
(unspecified)

-

-

Canal
encroachment

Neutral

Yes

Atlas

2003

Eur Spine J

2-Vertebra

Porcine;
10x L2-L3,
10x L4-L5

-

-

Incremental
trauma
approach

Neutral

Yes

Wang

2007

J Neurosurg
Spine

3-Vertebra

Bovine;
20x T12-L2

-

-

Incremental
trauma
approach

Neutral

Yes

Kallemeier

2008

J Spinal
Disord Tech

> 3-Vertebra

Human;
9x T11-L3

15 deg flexion

No

Panjabi

2001

Spine

Wilcox

Reduction
effects
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Table 2: Dynamic PMHS thoracolumbar spine injury investigations utilizing MTS method.

First Author

Year

Journal

Column
Length

1994

Spine

> 3-Vertebra**

Human;
24x T10-L4

Langrana

2002

Spine

3-Vertebra

Human;
2x T10-T12,
T11-L1

100 mm/s

Human;
3x T12-L2

Human;
2x T8-T10,
T10-T12

Spine

3-Vertebra

7,199
Range:
3,303 – 12,535

-

Develop burst
fracture
model,
reduction
effects

Neutral

Yes

2,809 ± 744

-

Injury
mechanism

Neutral

Yes

5,802 ± 1,759

-

15 deg
extension

Yes

Failure
Compression
Load (N)

Shono

2002

Study Goal

Loading
Rate

10% of its
original
height in
0.5
seconds

Ochia

Failure
Moment
Load
(Nm)

Specimens
tested

Human;
21x
unspecified
thoracolumbar
segments

5,255 ± 365

-

10 mm/s

3,323 ± 1,231

-

2,500
mm/s

4,154 ± 1,737

Injury
mechanism

Specimen
orientation

Specimen
integrity
Intact

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

Yes

Comments

**Only the
L1 vertebra
was exposed
to trauma
loading

Posterior
elements
removed prior
to testing
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Table 2. (contd.)
First
Author

Year

Ochia

2003

Journal

Column
Length

Specimens
tested

Loading
Rate

Failure
Compression
Load (N)

Failure
Moment
Load
(Nm)

J Biomech

1-Vertebra

Human;
19x L4, 2x L5

10 mm/s

120 ± 57

-

4,909 ± 2,729

-

Vertebral
body fracture

623 ± 271

-

Endplate
fracture

9,700 ± 2,111

-

Vertebral
body fracture

2,500
mm/s

Duma

2006

Biomed
Sci
Instrum

> 3Vertebra

Human;
2x T12-L5

1,000
mm/s

2-Vertebra

Human;
L1-L2, L2L3, L3-L4,
L4-L5

1,000
mm/s

5,009 and
5,911

12,411 ± 829

237 and
165

70 ± 19

Study Goal

Injury
mechanism

Biomechanical
response

Specimen
orientation

Specimen
integrity
Intact

Neutral

Yes

Distal end
of L5 was
at an angle
of 18 deg.

Neutral

Comments

Endplate
fracture

Yes

Both failures
(compression
fractures)
occurred at
T12

Yes

All tests
resulted in
endplate
fractures
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By inference of the literature, determination of injury mechanism should be based
effectually on appropriate specimen and external loading boundary conditions. To
characterize a seat ejection sequence, in particular, careful selection of boundary
conditions will create realistic loading and the mechanism of injury can be more precisely
examined.
First, the specimen length should be greater than three-vertebra. Full columns are
more appropriate, and may be advantageous, because longitudinal ligaments spanning
several vertebrae are uninterrupted and the curvature of the spine remains intact.
Furthermore, the response data collected would be justifiable to validate a full, intact
lumbar spine FE model. Secondly, external loading should consist of dynamic
compression-flexion. Particularly during +GZ acceleration, the spinal column is
subjected to anterior bending due to the eccentricity of the viscera and rib cage of the
torso [66,67]. Applied acceleration to the caudal extent of the specimen should reach 14
to 21 g within 100 and 200 ms. The compressive loading rate should be on the order of
magnitude of 150 kN/s [54]. Thirdly, testing should apply acceleration-driven loading to
the caudal extent. Past injury models (Tables 1 and 2) involve fixing the caudal end of
the specimen in the global coordinate system, preventing realistic inertial loading. The
vertebral fractures sustained by ejectees are not due to blunt trauma to the vertebrae, but
appear to occur during initial application of +GZ acceleration to the distal end of the
vertebral column [25]. Thus, the most common compression fractures are due to inertial
loading of the upper torso during the boost or in-rail phase. Simulating this mechanical
phenomenon is a critical component to characterizing pilot ejection.
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1.4 Objectives
The aim of the project was to develop an experimental model to quantify
segmental kinematics in addition to overall kinematics and kinetics of the PMHS
thoracolumbar spine during dynamic axial loading using realistic boundary conditions.
The completed work will represent the most comprehensive response data of the
thoracolumbar spine to date, and will include quantified metrics that have been
incorporated in past established injury criteria (i.e., accelerations, loads, kinematics).
These data can be directly used by safety engineers to develop safer military ejection
seats and civilian environments. Furthermore, it is the first experimental investigation
simulating realistic inertial loading with an isolated osteoligamentous spine under these
types of axial accelerations. The developed experimental model may provide the most
biomechanically accurate injury model for studying burst and compression fractures,
allowing successful prediction of injury given a specific +GZ acceleration input.
Additionally, the data obtained herein may be used to validate computational model of
the entire, intact lumbar spine, initiating parametric studies investigating injury
mitigation.
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental model was designed to mimic axial loading exerted on the
lumbar spine during military seat ejection. The loading device consisted of two
horizontal platforms attached to a vertical monorail [68]. The two decoupled platforms
were connected to each other using a cable (Fig. 3). The cable connected the lower
platform to the upper and allowed ease of positioning the initial vertical distance between
platforms without preloading the specimen. The caudal end of the specimen was rigidly
fixed to the lower platform through a six-axis load cell (Robert A. Denton Inc., Rochester,
MI). The instantaneous center of rotation of T12 about the fixed sacrum in the sagittal
plane follows the path traversed by the L3 vertebral body [69]. Accordingly, the
specimen was mounted to the six-axis load cell so that the posterior longitudinal ligament
(PLL) of L3 was aligned with the center of the force and moment axis system. This
alignment provided the best approximation of measured loads as T12 bends in relation to
the relatively immobilized base, L5. Uniaxial accelerometers (Endevco Corp., San Juan
Capistrano, CA) were attached to upper and lower platforms to record vertical
acceleration. Mass was added to the upper platform to simulate the weight of the head,
neck, thorax, and upper extremities (refer to Section 2.4 for further details). The upper
platform loaded the specimen superiorly via a laterally-oriented cylinder that extended
across the entire superior PMMA casting. Friction was added to the interaction between
the loading cylinder and the superior PMMA casting to prevent slippage by wrapping the
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cylinder in gauze and placing compressed foam on the superior surface of the PMMA
casting. The loading cylinder was mounted to the upper platform through a telescoping
linkage to allow continuous range of positioning in the anteroposterior direction. This
feature allowed the device to apply different flexion/extension moments while keeping
the compression force approximately unchanged.

Figure 3: Experimental setup. Coordinate axes followed the right hand rule.
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To impart axial loading, the entire apparatus, consisting of both platforms and the
specimen, was raised to a specific height and held in place using an electromagnet. Mass
was then added to the upper platform only after the electromagnet was holding the upper
platform and the cable was holding the lower platform suspended. In this manner, the
simulated mass did not preload the specimen. Upon manual trigger, the electromagnet
released the entire apparatus which then was accelerated downward by gravity until the
lower platform contacted the pulse-shaping foam. The boost or in-rail phase of a typical
ejection sequence was simulated by decelerating (+GZ) the lower platform with the foam.
Since the upper and lower platforms were decoupled, as +GZ acceleration was applied to
the bottom platform the upper platform applied a compressive inertial load to the superior
end of the specimen.

2.2 Proof of Concept – Hybrid III Neck Segment
Prior to using human cadaveric specimens, initial testing was conducted to verify
the experimental setup, accelerations, loads, and boundary conditions using a 50th
percentile Hybrid III anthropomorphic test device (ATD) neck segment. Details of the
testing have been provided earlier [70]. A brief description follows. The neck segment
consisted of five rigid plates interconnected by four rubber discs, for a total of four
segmented levels. Three non-collinear kinematic targets were attached at each rigid
segment to measure individual segment compressions. A mass was attached to the upper
platform to simulate the appropriate upper torso mass of an average-sized male. The
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loading cylinder was aligned with the center of the neck segment to apply compression
loading. Several drop tests were conducted to characterize input acceleration pulses
obtained through changing the drop height and the deceleration block (i.e., pulse-shaping
foam). The key points are highlighted below.
It was discovered that using more compliant, resilient foam to decelerate the
lower platform produced dynamic vertical acceleration pulses with temporal
characteristics that approximated the boost or in-rail phase of an ejection sequence.
Appropriate foam thickness was also determined. The mechanical details of the foam
used for cadaveric testing are shown in Fig. 4. In general, initial drop height controlled
maximum acceleration of the device (Fig. 5), and compressive properties of the pulseshaping foam controlled the rate of acceleration onset and duration of the pulse. The
same block of foam was sufficient to produce the acceleration pulses used for the test
matrix outlined for cadaveric testing (Fig. 8).
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Figure 4: Compressive mechanical properties of the pulse-shaping foam. The foam
dimensions were 30 x 45 x 65 cm (X,Y,Z) and had a density of 16 kg/m2.
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Figure 5: Acceleration pulses measured at the bottom platform for three separate
tests. The magnitude of the pulses was scaled by changing the drop height.

Rate of acceleration onset was similar between the top and bottom platforms for
any given drop test. The “dynamic response” was successfully simulated as evidenced by
higher peak acceleration obtained by the top platform compared to the bottom platform
(Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Representative platform acceleration versus time pulses for a vertical
acceleration input simulating the boost or in-rail phase of a military seat ejection
sequence using the neck segment.

For a vertical acceleration pulse approximating the boost or in-rail phase of a
pilot ejection (Fig. 6), loads measured at the base of the neck segment during preliminary
testing demonstrated approximately pure compression. Peak compressive force was 5.2
kN and anteroposterior and lateral shear forces were less than 100 N. Peak sagittal and
coronal bending moments were less than 5.0 Nm. Thus, off-axis loads were considered
negligible. Neck segment kinematics demonstrated compressive displacements at each
level, and the setup was able to measure displacements at a resolution greater than 1 mm
[70]. The experimental setup, accelerations, loads, and boundary conditions were
investigated and verified. Thus, cadaveric testing was justified.
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2.3 Specimen Information and Preparation
Four specimens were excised from PMHS that were free of Human
Immunodeficiency Virus, and Hepatitis A, B, and C. The PMHS were also free of any
spinal diseases or trauma. The PMHS were screened such that anthropometry and age
approximated military aviators [7] as described in Table 3. Specimens were isolated at
the twelfth thoracic vertebra (T12) and the fifth lumbar vertebra (L5). The T12 vertebra
was isolated by transecting the T11-T12 intervertebral disc along with the facet joints at
that level, and the ribs at T12 were removed at the costovertebral joints. All muscle,
adipose, and other nonligamentous soft tissue were removed by dissection with caution to
preserve the integrity of the ligaments, facet joints, and intervertebral discs. The
specimens were wrapped in double plastic bags and frozen at -80o C. Prior to testing, the
specimens were thawed at room temperature for 12 hours and radiographs were taken to
ensure that no abnormalities were present (Fig. 7). Computed tomography (CT) scans
were also taken to compare pre- and post-test bony geometry (Siemens, Malvern, PA).
Specimens were in flexion during CT scanning.
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HS-657

HS-591

HS-673

Figure 7: X-ray photos of specimens tested (General Electric Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI).

HS-530
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Table 3: PMHS demographics.
PMHS Number

Gender

Age (yr)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

HS-657

Male

26

173

100

HS-591

Male

37

180

114

HS-673

Male

33

188

113

HS-530

Male

45

175

100

Average Aviator

Male

37

177

78

The upper ¾ of T12 and lower ¾ of L5 were potted in polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) to fix as much bone as possible without affecting soft tissues. The L2-L3
intervertebral disc was maintained horizontal during the fixation procedure to distribute
lordotic curvature between upper and lower segments so as to minimize inter-specimen
differences in overall sagittal orientation within the loading device. This was done to
control the initial position in the absence of any good precedent.

2.4 Experimental Procedure
Each specimen followed the experimental test matrix outlined in Fig. 8. Due to
the expensive cost of human cadaveric specimens, the test matrix was intended to
minimize the number of specimens required. To comprehensively characterize the
physiologic response of PMHS specimens, three tests were conducted well below failure
thresholds prior to the Ejection test. This approach is supported by past studies
comparing single and incremental trauma protocols in a burst fracture model [71-73].
The incremental trauma protocol was shown to produce statistically equivalent bony and
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soft tissue injuries, represented by canal encroachment measurements and threedimensional flexibility tests. Thus, specimens subjected to incremental trauma do not
suffer greater soft tissue injury than those subjected to a single increased-severity trauma.

Figure 8: Experimental test matrix.

The first part of the test matrix subjected specimens to subfailure loading to
outline spinal kinematics and assess repeatability of the model. Subfailure tests applied
dynamic vertical (+Gz) acceleration with peak and rate of onset values below what was
expected to result in spinal injury. This was achieved with a drop height of 61 cm. Mass
(30.2 kg) was added to the upper platform to simulate the head, neck, thorax, and upper
extremity mass of a 50th percentile male [74-76]. Three Subfailure tests were performed
for each specimen with the inertial load from the upper platform applied at 1.0, 3.5, and
6.0 cm anterior from the posterior wall of the L3 vertebral body in the sagittal plane.
These test conditions are referred to as S1.0, S3.5, and S6.0. These positions were
chosen to constitute the Subfailure test matrix for several reasons. By conducting drop
tests with the impacting cylinder at three eccentricities, more robust validation data
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would be obtained that can be used to validate an ensuing computational model. The
loading cylinder was placed anterior to the PLL of L3 for all tests so that only flexion
moments were included in bending loads. The order of the testing protocol was
established assuming that injury was more probable as the impacting cylinder moved
anteriorly via the telescopic linkage, since it has been reported that compression force at
failure in flexion was only 25% of that found in purely axial compression [77].
Since each specimen would undergo several insults, flexibility testing was
included in the protocol to monitor structural integrity (Fig. 8). Prior to any testing, a
baseline overall rotation of T12 relative to L5 was measured under a static 5 Nm flexion
moment applied to the superior PMMA casting. The ROM motion parameter was
documented. Although a pure moment was not applied, off-axis loads were minimized
during application of the moment, and the ROM recorded in this manner was deemed
sensitive enough to measure injury to the spinal column. Magnitude of the flexion
moment used for flexibility tests was based upon literature. Pure-moment tests
investigating bending responses of spinal segments typically apply between 4 and 10 Nm
flexion/extension moments [78,79]. Thus, 5 Nm would suffice to flex the specimen and,
still, remain within the physiological range [80].
Percent increase in flexibility was indicative of likely injury, and was expressed
by the following equation:

post-test flexion ROM - baseline flexion ROM
baseline flexion ROM
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Along with flexion flexibility tests, x-rays were taken between tests to confirm bony
integrity and each segment was manipulated by hand by the same technician to obtain a
qualitative assessment.
The second part of the test matrix consisted of drop tests designed to apply a +GZ
acceleration pulse to the lower platform that approximated the boost or in-rail phase of a
military seat ejection. It was presumed that this input acceleration was potentially
injurious since spinal fractures were prominent in the clinical literature. This was
achieved with a drop height of 168 cm. Specimens were initially preflexed with a 5 Nm
load to bias the failure toward an anterior wedge fracture. The upper platform again
approximated the mass of the head, neck, thorax and upper extremities of a 50th
percentile male. These test conditions are referred to as Ejection tests. Post-test CT
scans were obtained of each specimen in a flexed position following the Ejection test to
evaluate bony integrity.

2.5 Collection of Physiological Response Data
An eight-camera Vicon system (Vicon Corp., Oxford Metrics Group, Oxford,
England) was used to collect three-dimensional kinematics of the vertebrae. Kinematic
modeling in Vicon is accomplished using two environments: Workstation (version 4.5)
and BodyBuilder (version 3.55).
Three non-collinear spherical targets (9.5 mm in diameter) were used to represent
each vertebra. Three targets is the minimum requirement to define a plane and a
complete segment in both position and orientation. From L1 to L4, a target was attached
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to the anterior aspect of each vertebral body using 1 mm diameter pins and a target was
glued to each transverse process. The targets were simply glued to the PMMA casting of
T12 and L5 as shown in Fig. 3. Each set of three targets were defined in Workstation.
Workstation was also used to record the kinematics at 1.0 kHz.
BodyBuilder was used for post-processing; to edit the original data and to apply a
custom-written model script. Within BodyBuilder, the data was carefully edited to create
a continuous trajectory for each target [81]. Target trajectories were used to reconstruct
vertebral kinematics using the model script. The model script was written in
BodyLanguage code, an interpreted programming language, which is read specifically by
BodyBuilder to process the motion data and generate biomechanical outputs of interest.
Within the script, each vertebra was modeled as a segment, and a local Cartesian
coordinate system was created for each individual vertebra. Local axis origins were
defined at the center of the vertebral body’s posterior wall in the coronal plane with the xaxis directed anteriorly, the y-axis was directed to the left, and the z-axis was directed
cranially. To calculate vertebral positions and orientations, local origins were aligned so
that the x-y plane was parallel with the superior endplate. This was done by measuring
distances and angles of the targets relative to the vertebra using lateral and
anteroposterior radiographs. The Euler method was implemented to calculate threedimensional orientation of each segment in the sequence XYZ.
Sagittal segmental angulation was computed for each motion segment (T12-L1
through L4-L5) as the flexion-extension angle of one vertebra relative to its inferior.
Vertebral segmental angles (degrees) were filtered according to Channel Frequency Class
(CFC) 60 specifications [82]. To monitor vertebral body anterior-wedge compression,
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two additional targets (6.5-mm in diameter) were placed in the anterior wall of the body
from L1 to L4 using 1-mm diameter pins, and oriented toward cranial and caudal extents
on alternating right/left sides (Fig. 9). Vertebral body compression was calculated for
each level as the relative vertical displacement between the two targets within the
segment’s local axis system, and data were filtered according to CFC 60 specifications.
Vertebral body compression data can be used to identify the timing and extent of bony
fracture.

Figure 9: Orientation of Vicon targets to measure vertebral body compression.
These markers are in addition to the markers used to define each vertebral segment.

Accelerations of upper and lower platforms were recorded at 10 kHz, and were
filtered according to CFC 1000 specifications. Maximum acceleration (g) and rate of
acceleration onset (g/s) of the lower platform were used to assess repeatability of the
input acceleration pulse between specimens and test conditions, and can be used as an
estimate of seat accelerations during actual military ejections. Rate of acceleration onset
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was calcuated as the peak acceleration divided by the time duration between acceleration
onset and the peak. Acceleration data of the upper platform quantified the dynamic
overshoot of the superior end of the specimen.
Compression-distraction forces (N) and flexion-extension bending moments (Nm)
were recorded at 10 kHz using the six-axis load cell, inertially compensated, transferred
to the posterior aspect of the L5 vertebral body (Appendix A), and filtered according to
CFC 600 specifications. Forces and moments were used to assess repeatability and
demonstrate differences between the three subfailure loading conditions. These metrics
were also used as injury tolerance predictors during tests.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS

3.1 Specimen Evaluation
Each specimen was subjected to a minimum of four dynamic tests, with one
specimen subjected to an additional two tests (total of six) to produce vertebral fractures.
For each test conducted, the initial segmental and overall (T12-L5) orientations of
the specimens were measured (Tables 4-7). Level-by-level (segmental) orientations were
output as the three-dimensional orientation of a vertebra within the axes system of the
subjacent vertebra using the Vicon Bodybuilder model script. Radiographs were also
taken of each specimen’s initial position within the loading device prior to each test. All
orientation measurements obtained using Vicon were confirmed with pre-test radiographs
using the posterior tangent method [83,84].

Table 4: Initial sagittal orientation in degrees of specimen HS-657. Positive angles =
flexion. Negative angles = extension.

neutral position
S1.0
S3.5
S6.0
pre-flexed position
Ejection

T12-L1

L1-L2

L2-L3

L3-L4

L4-L5

T12-L5

-3.87
-4.11
-3.71

-2.94
-2.85
-3.23

-7.52
-7.44
-6.97

-11.98
-11.80
-12.95

-6.70
-6.64
-5.49

-33.00
-32.85
-32.35

-4.19

-0.73

-7.86

-10.56

0.42

-22.92
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Table 5: Initial sagittal orientation in degrees of specimen HS-591. Positive angles =
flexion. Negative angles = extension.
T12-L1

L1-L2

L2-L3

L3-L4

L4-L5

T12-L5

-2.78
-3.58
-2.55

-1.38
-0.84
-0.92

-3.82
-4.22
-4.26

-5.27
-5.4
-5.32

-8.58
-7.81
-8.18

-21.84
-21.85
-21.23

-1.28

0.64

-3.28

-3.35

-4.08

-11.34

neutral position
S1.0
S3.5
S6.0
pre-flexed position
Ejection

Table 6: Initial sagittal orientation in degrees of specimen HS-673. Positive angles =
flexion. Negative angles = extension.
T12-L1

L1-L2

L2-L3

L3-L4

L4-L5

T12-L5

-4.13
-3.87
-4.11

-1.02
-1.13
-1.37

-3.79
-4.04
-3.96

-4.85
-5.78
-5.35

-10.58
-9.11
-9.72

-24.37
-23.93
-24.51

-3.00

-0.86

-2.57

-4.80

-3.78

-15.02

neutral position
S1.0
S3.5
S6.0
pre-flexed position
Ejection

Table 7: Initial sagittal orientation in degrees of specimen HS-530. Positive angles =
flexion. Negative angles = extension.

neutral position
S1.0
S3.5
S6.0
pre-flexed position
Ejection
1st Increased
severtity
2nd Increased
severity

T12-L1

L1-L2

L2-L3

L3-L4

L4-L5

T12-L5

-3.07
-3.64
-2.28

0.24
-0.06
-0.12

-2.27
-1.77
-2.30

-5.79
-5.39
-5.30

-10.19
-11.23
-10.85

-21.08
-22.09
-20.84

-0.12

1.14

-0.60

-2.29

-2.31

-4.19

-1.39

1.36

0.96

-2.54

-2.40

-4.01

-1.17

3.97

0.12

-3.97

-2.82

-3.88
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The anteroposterior position of the loading bar in the sagittal plane was consistent
among specimens for each test condition (Table 8). The positions were measured using
pre-test x-rays that were taken with the specimens within the loading device (Fig. 10).
The average loading cylinder position for each Subfailure testing condition corresponded
well with the desired positions (i.e., 1.0, 3.5, and 6.0 cm anterior to L3 PLL). The
loading cylinder in the sagittal plane was measured at approximately 5 cm anterior to the
posterior wall of the L3 vertebral body.

Table 8: Average anteroposterior position of the loading bar relative to the
midheight of the posterior wall of L3 and L5 for each test of the experimental test
matrix.
Test

Distance (mm)
anterior to L3 PLL

Distance (mm)
anterior to L5 PLL

S1.0

11.4 ± 4.1

25.4 ± 3.2

S3.5

34.3 ± 4.3

49.5 ± 3.1

S6.0

55.0 ± 4.3

70.0 ± 3.9

Ejection

48.8 ± 6.2
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A

B

C
D
Figure 10: Representative x-ray photos of specimen HS-673 showing pre-test
specimen orientation and anteroposterior position of the loading bar for test series.
(A: Test S1.0, B: Test S3.5, C: Test S6.0, D: Ejection test)
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3.2 Subfailure Testing
Magnitude of peak lower platform vertical accelerations for test conditions S1.0,
S3.5, and S6.0 were 6.1±0.4 g, 6.3±0.5 g, and 7.0±0.6 g, respectively. Rate of onset for
lower platform accelerations for test conditions S1.0, S3.5, and S6.0 were 58.1±10.3 g/s,
55.7±10.2 g/s, and 72.3±4.1 g/s, respectively. Physiological response data are
summarized in Table 9. A representative time-based loading history of these data is
included in Figure 11.

Table 9: Summary (mean ± standard deviation) of response data for Subfailure
testing.

Upper platform peak acc.(g)
T12-L1 (degrees)
L1-L2 (degrees)
L2-L3 (degrees)
L3-L4 (degrees)
L4-L5 (degrees)
Compressive force (Fz; N)
Shear force (Fx; N)
Flexion moment (My; Nm)

S1.0

S3.5

S6.0

6.9 ± 0.7
-3.3 ± 0.7
-3.4 ± 0.6
-2.5 ± 0.5
-1.9 ± 0.6
5.9 ± 0.9
1874 ± 107
-47 ± 99
45 ± 3

7.0 ± 0.4
5.3 ± 0.6
3.6 ± 0.5
1.7 ± 2.2
-1.5 ± 0.9
-0.6 ± 2.7
1868 ± 59
-340 ± 86
31 ± 8

7.4 ± 0.6
6.1 ± 2.7
4.6 ± 1.1
4.8 ± 0.7
1.0 ± 1.6
-3.5 ± 0.6
1865 ± 95
-603 ± 154
21 ± 6
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Figure 11: Representative time-based loading history for test condition S3.5.

Note: Kinematic data were not included for specimen HS-673 during the S3.5
Subfailure test condition. Therefore, mean kinematic data for test condition S3.5
represent only three specimens.
Dynamic kinematics of the lumbar spine demonstrated first order buckling during
all Subfailure tests [85]. Condition S1.0 resulted in mean extension at T12-L1 through
L3-L4 levels with flexion at the caudal-most level (Fig. 12). The specimens
demonstrated opposite curvature as the loading cylinder was moved anteriorly.
Condition S3.5 resulted in mean flexion at T12-L1 through L2-L3 levels and mean
extension at L3-L4 and L4-L5 levels. Condition S6.0 resulted in mean flexion at T12-L1
through L3-L4 levels and mean extension at L4-L5. Specimen-to-specimen repeatability
of segmental kinematics was considered to be acceptable (Fig. 12).
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Figure 12: Segmental kinematics obtained from subfailure testing (flexion: positive;
extension: negative).
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The mechanical integrity of the specimens was assessed during Subfailure testing
using a number of metrics. Post-test inspection of each specimen did not reveal evidence
of soft tissue or bony failure. Static assessment of T12-L5 flexion flexibility indicated
that soft tissue failure was unlikely. Dynamic compression of the vertebral bodies
revealed that bony fracture was unlikely as relative vertebral body compressions did not
exceed 3.3% across all Subfailure tests. Flexion flexibility tests were conducted after
every test to identify soft-tissue subfailures that may have occurred during dynamic
testing. These responses were compared to baseline flexion rotations to identify possible
injury (Table 10). Baseline flexibility for the four specimens was 7.7±1.3 degrees in
response to a 5 Nm flexion moment. For three specimens, overall static T12-L5 flexion
increased by less than 12% following each of the three dynamic tests compared to the
magnitude of flexion obtained prior to dynamic testing. For HS-673, overall static T12L5 flexion increased by 24% following the S3.5 test. However, increased flexibility
following the S3.5 test for that specimen was likely not indicative of soft tissue failure as
flexibility decreased by 11% following the subsequent dynamic test (S6.0).
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Table 10: Sagittal flexion flexibility test results. The specimens were flexed with a 5
Nm load, and the overall change in rotation (∆T12-L5) compared to baseline was
recorded in degrees using Vicon.
HS-657
∆ T12-L5

pre-S1.0
8.21

pre-S3.5
8.46

pre-S6.0
8.22

post-S6.0
9.02

HS-591
∆ T12-L5

pre-S1.0
6.69

pre-S3.5
6.97

pre-S6.0
7.52

post-S6.0
7.14

HS-673
∆ T12-L5

pre-S1.0
6.5

pre-S3.5
6.51

pre-S6.0
8.07

post-S6.0
5.77

HS-530
∆ T12-L5

pre-S1.0
9.26

pre-S3.5
9.42

pre-S6.0a
9.18

post-S6.0
9.64

3.3 Failure Testing
Following Subfailure testing, each specimen was subjected to a single drop test
designed to apply the vertical acceleration pulse from the boost or in-rail phase of a
military seat ejection sequence to the lower platform. The mean peak lower platform
vertical acceleration for the four ejection tests was 14.8±1.7 g. The mean rate of onset
for the four tests was 178.9±11.3 g/s. Maximum compressive forces and flexion
moments were 4581±121 N and 84±26 Nm (Fig. 13). The experimental setup applied
compression-flexion loading as evidenced by the negligible y-axis forces measured (Fig.
13).
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Figure 13: Loading corridors of the four specimens obtained from Ejection tests. The corridors represent the mean
experimental response ± one standard deviation.
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Analysis of dynamic vertebral body compressions at L1 through L4 revealed that
compressions did not exceed 4.1% during Ejection tests. This indicated that catastrophic
compressive fracture likely did not occur. Soft-tissue injury was unlikely as well. Posttest flexion flexibility of HS-657, HS-591, HS-673, and HS-530 increased 19.6%, 15.7%,
11.2%, and 1.1%, respectively. Furthermore, segment manipulation by hand did not
qualitatively identify any specific tissue failure during post-test inspection of the
specimens.

Table 11: Sagittal flexion flexibility test results. The specimens were flexed with a 5
Nm load, and the rotation (∆T12-L5) was recorded in degrees using Vicon. PreIncreased severity-1 rotation is data for post-Ejection test of specimen HS-530.

HS-657
∆ T12-L5

pre-Ejection
9.02

post-Ejection
9.85

HS-591
∆ T12-L5

pre-Ejection
7.14

post-Ejection
7.74

HS-673
∆ T12-L5

pre-Ejection
5.77

post-Ejection
7.23

HS-530
∆ T12-L5

pre-Ejection
9.64

pre-1st Increased severity
9.36

pre-2nd Increased severtity
11.11

Because no specimen sustained identifiable vertebral fractures during the Ejection
tests, one specimen was subjected to two additional increased-severity tests (increasing
peak acceleration and rate of onset). This was done to validate the clinical relevance of
the current experimental model and to generate injury data. Only the input acceleration
to the lower platform was changed; all other aspects of the experimental boundary
conditions remained the same. The chosen specimen (HS-530) demonstrated the smallest
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increase in flexibility following the previous Ejection test. The first increased-severity
test applied a maximum acceleration of 16.4 g with 329 g/s rate of onset to the lower
platform. This was achieved by raising the drop height to 198 cm. The maximum
compressive force during that test was 4,620 N; the maximum bending moment was 112
Nm flexion.
Since the post-test inspections of the specimen’s mechanical integrity did not
reveal evidence of bony fracture, the specimen was subjected to a second test of
increased severity. The second increased-severity test applied a maximum acceleration
of 21 g and rate of onset of 488 g/s. This was achieved by increasing the stiffness of the
foam block while maintaining drop height at 198 cm. The maximum compressive force
during the second increased-severity test was 6,106 N; the maximum bending moment
was 168 Nm flexion. Dynamic vertebral body compression data and post-test inspection
identified bony injury, so no further tests were conducted.
Dynamic vertebral body compressions during the second and final increasedseverity test approached 60% at the L4 level. Vertebral body compressions at the L2 and
L3 levels were less than 20% (Fig. 14). L1 body compression data was not obtained due
to the superior PMMA fixation occluding Vicon targets from the cameras during dynamic
flexion of the specimen. CT scans were obtained of HS-530 in the flexed position
following the test. Post-test CT confirmed the presence of an anterior wedge fracture at
L4 and a burst fracture at L1 (Fig. 15).
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Figure 14: Percent vertebral compression following the final higher severity vertical
pulse.
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Figure 15: Pre-testing sagittal CT of specimen HS-530 (left). Post-testing sagittal
CT of specimen HS-530 following final increased-severity vertical acceleration pulse
(right). The CT slices are presented at approximately the same medial-lateral
position. The CT image on the right demonstrates a burst fracture at L1 and an
anterior wedge fracture at L4.

Figure 16: Axial CT of specimen HS-530 following final increased-severity vertical
acceleration pulse demonstrating laminar fracture at L1 (left) and intact posterior
column at L4 (right).
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION

4.1 Discussion of Subfailure Results

4.1.1 General Discussion

A biomechanically accurate model was developed to fully understand injury
mechanisms and characteristics of a military seat ejection from an aircraft. The
experimental model quantified metrics associated with injury tolerance including the
magnitude, rate, and duration of applied accelerations, and resultant loads and
kinematics.
Subfailure tests’ loads were well below failure thresholds reported for whole
lumbar spines, and no fractures occurred. Duma et al. reported concurrent failure loads
of 5,009 N compression and 237 Nm bending moment [18]. Peak compression force and
flexion moment during Subfailure testing did not exceed 1,993 N and 47 Nm,
respectively. Lack of bony injury was confirmed by post-test radiographs. Kinematic
corridors were obtained under several boundary conditions to provide robust validation
data for ensuing computational models of the thoracolumbar spine. The initial overall
(T12-L5) sagittal orientation of each specimen remained consistent throughout the
Subfailure tests (Table 4-7).
Flexibilities of the specimens were measured when intact and after each
successive test to ensure that no soft-tissue (or bony) injuries occurred. Increased
flexibility following a drop test would be indicative of injury. Maintaining that level of
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increased flexibility following successive tests would confirm injury. The measurements
in the current study were well below flexibility increases reported by Panjabi et al. for
injured spinal specimens [64,86]. Under applied flexion moment, the flexibility of
specimens following burst fractures increased significantly from the intact values by
123% [86]. Subject to an incremental trauma protocol, injury was determined in
specimens by a flexion/extension flexibility increase of an average of 57% [64]. Thus,
none of the specimens were decisively injured during the Subfailure tests. Post-test
segmental manipulation and radiography further confirmed the integrity of the specimens
following all Subfailure tests.
Full column lumbar spines were used in the current study to incorporate correct
anatomic boundary conditions in addition to the realistic loading in the experimental set
up. Although first order buckling occurred, the pattern and magnitude of sagittal plane
motions were very repeatable with the highest level of variability at the inflection point.
This experimental phenomenon is common in longer-length specimens that are
unconstrained during axial loading [87]. In the past, studies exercising the MTS or
weight-drop techniques have regularly used three-vertebra segments.

This approach

does not account for the effects of longitudinal ligaments or the curvature of the spine
[59,79], both of which affect characteristics of thoracolumbar fractures [88,89]. When
larger PMHS segments were used, past researchers biased the fracture site by leaving
only one vertebra exposed during traumatic loading [16,71] or by creating a stress riser
on the anterior cortical shell of the body of the vertebra-of-interest prior to traumatic
loading [22,90]. By using a full intact column, unbiased fracture sites were obtained in
the current study (refer to Section 4.2.1).
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4.1.2 Application to Validating Computational Models

The experimental response corridors obtained herein may prove valuable to
validate a finite element (FE) lumbar spine model. One way to quickly and adequately
improve aviator safety devices is to use computational models to conduct parametric
studies investigating the lumbar spine tolerance. Before this can be done, the
computational model must first be validated with respect to experimental data under the
same boundary conditions to verify that the response is physiologic. Currently, there are
no dynamic-response data of the thoracolumbar spine under this mode of loading that can
be used for this purpose. Once a computational model is developed and validated, it is
conceivably the most economical research methodology available [91]. A computational
model offers absolute repeatability and provides ease for parametric studies to identify
particular changes in the outcome measure due to varying any input parameter. It is the
most efficient way to test prevention techniques and advance our understanding of
mechanisms of injuries.
Dynamic computational models of the spine have been used to investigate seat
ejection since the middle of the twentieth century. Early models of the spine simply
consisted of an elastic or visco-elastic rod, free at the superior end while the other end
was subjected to a prescribed axial acceleration pulse [63,92]. The amount of
simplification in these continuum models is obvious. Lumped models were also common
[61,93,94], and helped further characterize ejection tolerance. However, most authors
noted that a better understanding of the actual physiological response would greatly
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approve the models to be more suitable for injury prediction and mitigation. This type of
data could only be obtained through experimental work.
One example feat was the experimental work by Prasad et al. [95]. This work
provided evidence that axial loads passed through both the vertebral body via the
intervertebral disks and the lamina via the facet joints. The loading history attested that
all computational models at the time were not accurately simulating the actual spinal
response since two load paths were not accounted for. In 1974 Prasad and King validated
a discrete parameter model of the spine by using the experimental data derived from 18
+GZ tests using 3 full-body cadavers [95,96]. The end conditions for the mathematical
and experimental simulations were matched, and the facet and intervertebral loads
predicted by the model were compared to the loads measured in the cadavers. The two
studies in tandem highlighted the importance of validating computational models against
experimental data which was not commonly done prior to this date.
Similar to the experimental loading data that was paramount in validating the
updated discrete parameter model of the spine in 1974, the kinematic data of the current
study should be instrumental in advancing future FE models to investigate military seat
ejection. This is the first study to measure segmental and overall kinematic corridors of
the lumbar spine under high rate axial loading. The loads exerted by the specimen onto
the lower platform were also measured. The different loading eccentricities should
provide robust validation data that can be used to calibrate nominal levels of a whole
lumbar spine FE model.
Cadaveric kinematic data has been utilized widely in the past to extensively
validate computational models. For example, Stemper et al. validated a MADYMO
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head-neck computational model so that the model could be employed to investigate
whiplash biomechanics in greater detail [97]. The group used experimental data obtained
from ten PMHS head-neck complexes to produce validation corridors, consisting of
global (head-T1 angle), segmental, and local (resultant facet joint motion) kinematic
responses (mean experimental response ± 1 standard deviation). The boundary
conditions and loading of the computational model were matched to the experimental,
and the model was considered validated if its response fell within the experimental
corridors. Guan et al. validated a clinical FE model of the human lumbosacral spine
using kinematic corridors as well [98]. The group validated moment-rotation responses
of the FE model by comparing the predictions to in vitro data using the same range of
loading. Likewise, validating an ensuing FE model of the intact lumbar spine by
comparing multiple outputs against a range of input parameters (i.e., S1.0, S3.5, and S6.0
loading eccentricities) will provide a greater degree of confidence in the model’s results.

4.2 Discussion of Failure Results

4.2.1 General Discussion

Historically, the most popular method used to investigate burst fractures has been
the weight-drop method. The input measure of interest was impact energy, or simply the
potential energy of the falling mass. An initial burst fracture threshold was determined to
be 94.2 J [71]. While an energy threshold is useful for the weight-drop injury model, it is
less constructive in understanding the injury mechanism and ultimately defining an injury
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criterion for burst fractures because it does not take into account the duration or rate of
energy transfer. In the current study, over 450 J was imparted on four separate specimens
in a similar fashion without producing a burst fracture. Rather than simply an energy
quantity, external measures of the loading environment (e.g., acceleration magnitude and
rate of onset, axial force, and flexion-extension moment) are more applicable to
understanding injury causation. Our experimental setup allows easy control of many
input parameters that directly affect injury risk and severity – the axial acceleration pulse
applied to the spine, the compression force, the extension-flexion moment, and initial
orientation of the specimen. Moreover, our setup applies +Gz acceleration to the pelvis
and generates inertial loading on the thoracolumbar spine. This is a realistic loading
scheme for ejections – acceleration application at the pelvis and reaction load at the
superior end of the spinal column.
For the Ejection tests, the specimens were preflexed with a 5 Nm load to bias the
results toward an anterior wedge fracture. As the spine is flexed the facet joints bear a
lower share of axial load, and stresses increase in the anterior column causing the spine to
be less resistant to compressive loading [99-101]. Experimental tests have provided
evidence for this assertion wherein preflexed specimens had a lower compressive
tolerance [11,19,102]. Although spinal posture largely affects the distribution of load
amongst the tissues of the spine, concurrent dynamic flexion will not change the site of
injury from the vertebra to the intervertebral disc when peak compression magnitudes
exceed 50% of a spinal level’s compressive strength [103]. Thus, using a preflexed
posture for the ejection tests was warranted given the magnitude of compressive loading.
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Since no compression fracture was produced in any of the specimens by the initial
Ejection test an incremental trauma approach was used for the additional increasedseverity tests using one of the four specimens to produce a bony injury. An incremental
trauma approach was used because it is superior to the single trauma approach in
determining an injury criterion [71].
The present study induced spinal fractures in only one specimen since the primary
purpose was model development. The Denis classification scheme was used to classify
the thoracolumbar fractures in the current study [29]. It is currently the most widely
referenced classification in experimental biomechanics literature. The scheme describes
the fracture pattern and mechanism, and proposes clinical instability based on the threecolumn theory. The three columns include the anterior, middle, and posterior columns
(Fig. 17). According to Denis, injury occurring to two or three of the columns results in
instability. Furthermore, Denis emphasizes that the middle column is the key
contributing factor to clinical instability. Panjabi et al. supported this assertion later in
1995 and provided biomechanical evidence that the middle column was the primary
determinant of mechanical stability of this region of the spine [11]. In the present
context, clinical instability is defined as the inability of the spine under physiological
loads to maintain relationships between vertebrae so that there is neither initial nor
subsequent neurologic deficit/major deformity/severe pain [11].
The specimen subjected to the second and final increased-severity vertical
acceleration pulse sustained a type-A burst fracture at L1 (Fig. 15). All three columns of
the spine were disrupted at his level. Comminution of the entire vertebral body occurred
resulting in fracture of both end plates and retropulsion of body fragments into the
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vertebral foramen. Jelsma et al. reported that the fragment of bone impinging on the
spinal cord due to a burst fracture most commonly resulted from the posterior-superior
corner of the vertebral body [104]. The current experimental model produced similar
results (Fig. 15). The left lamina was also fractured (Fig. 16). A type-B compression
fracture was also sustained at L4 (Fig. 15). The mechanism of fracture was anterior
flexion, resulting in the most frequent type of compression fracture, failure of the anterior
aspect of the upper end plate. The posterior wall of the body, pedicles, and lamina
remained intact (Fig. 16). Thus, the vertebral foramen had not been transgressed and
there was probably no neurological insult at that level.

Figure 17: The spine is divided into three longitudinal columns according to the
three-column theory. The anterior column includes the anterior longitudinal
ligament and the anterior two-thirds of the body and disc. The middle column
includes the PLL and the posterior one-third of the body and disc. The posterior
column includes the posterior ligament complex, pedicles, lamina, and facet joints.
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Only two past studies have used full intact columns to investigate thoracolumbar
injuries [18,60]. Both studies used the MTS technique. Yoganandan et al. tested intact
C2-, T2-, T3-, T4-, and T6-L5 columns in quasistatic compression-flexion loading and
produced over 38% of the failures at levels T12 and L1. Duma et al. dynamically tested
two T12-L5 segments and both failures occurred at T12. These results are similar to the
current study, wherein the primary injury also occurred within the thoracolumbar
junction, and are noteworthy for comparison.
Axial acceleration of 21 g and rate of onset of 488 g/s produced fractures at L1
and L4. Multiple level spinal injuries are indicative of more severe trauma loading.
When multiple level noncontiguous spinal injuries occur, literature has recognized
definite patterns of injury [105,106]. One of the patterns includes having primary
fractures at T12-L2 with associated secondary fractures at L4-L5. The primary injury is
defined as the injury first identified which accounts for the patient’s pain, symptoms,
instability, and neurologic deficit. The secondary injury is defined as the less severe
injury which has less neurologic and stability significance. The current model,
incorporating realistic loading boundary conditions, produced the common fracture
pattern stated above that is commonly seen in the real world. Multiple level spinal
injuries are also common in injured ejectees, although the injury patterns are not
documented well in literature [2,5,6]. For example, in the Republic of Bulgaria from
1953 to 1993, 25% of aircrew that sustained fractures had multiple level fractures.
Most serious injuries due to ejection are in the form of a vertebral fracture, most
commonly occurring at the thoracolumbar junction [2,4,9,10]. Recent ejection data,
lumping aircraft and performance envelope types, indicate that between 19.5% and 60%
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of sustained vertebral fractures by survived ejectees occur at T12-L5 [6-8]. Burst
fractures, specifically, predominantly affect the thoracolumbar junction. Large-scale
cohort studies reported that more than 83% of burst fractures occur between T12-L5
[29,36,37,107]. These reports validate the clinically-relevant injury obtained in the
current study.
Comparable axial traumatic loading situations produced similar injury outcomes
to the current study as well. For example, an improvised explosive device attack to an
armored (mine-resistant ambush-protected) vehicle produced an L1 burst fracture and L4
compression fracture in one soldier [108] – trauma similar to the injury produced in the
current study. Other examples including axial spinal loading due to helicopter crashes,
motor vehicle crashes, parachute jumping, and falls from height produced like vertebral
fracture frequency distributions with modes at T12-L1 [109-112].

Therefore, although

the injury model was focused on injuries sustained during ejection, the current model can
also be used to study other typical axial loading scenarios since the injury patterns are
consistent and loading/boundary conditions of the setup are flexible.
It is important to note that the initial phase of an ejection sequence, the boost or
in-rail phase, was simulated in the current study. A noteworthy difference between this
model and an actual military seat ejection is the duration of the vertical acceleration
pulse. The mean experimental acceleration pulse that was input for the Ejection tests (<
150 ms) was shorter in duration than acceleration pulses measured on contemporary
ejection seats (> 300 ms). However, this difference in duration is thought to play a
secondary role in the production of vertebral injuries described in the current study.
Specifically, timing of the L1 burst fracture and L4 anterior wedge fracture indicated that
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both injuries occurred during the initial acceleration onset. Thus, it may only be
necessary to match the rate of onset and peak acceleration of the experimental pulses with
the real-world accelerations measured.

Figure 18: Time-history plots of injury data obtained during 2nd Increased-severity
test. The top figure displays the relative vertical displacement of upper and lower
lumbar segments during the onset of acceleration. The bottom figure displays the
percent vertebral body compression during the onset of acceleration.

Analysis of the relative vertical displacement for three-vertebra segments in the
upper (T12 to L2) and lower (L3 to L5) lumbar spine during the failure test indicated that
the burst fracture likely occurred within 35 ms following the onset of acceleration (Fig.
18). If non-fractured vertebral bodies are considered to be rigid, vertical displacement of
the L3 to L5 segment would consist primarily of L3-L4 and L4-L5 intervertebral disc
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deformations. Total deformation of the T12-L1 and L1-L2 would be similar in order of
magnitude. Therefore, the greater vertical displacement in the upper lumbar spine
indicates that the L1 burst fracture at most likely occurred during this period. Likewise,
analysis of anterior vertebral body height change indicated that the L4 anterior wedge
fracture occurred within the first 44 ms following onset of acceleration (Fig. 18). This
kinematic analysis has demonstrated that lumbar spine injuries sustained in the current
experimental model occurred during the initial acceleration rise, which corresponded to
the time that the experimental acceleration pulse matched the real-world ejection pulse.

4.2.2 Burst Fracture Mechanism

Understanding the specific mechanism is the first step in developing strategies for
injury prevention. Although the exact mechanism of burst fractures remains ambiguous
to this day, characteristics of the fracture pattern have been observed by several
investigators in both clinical and experimental settings. It is characterized by failure of
the anterior and middle columns, resulting in a comminuted body, fracture of the
posterior wall cortex, and retropulsion of a bone fragment into the spinal canal. In more
severe cases the posterior column is injured and there is an increase in interpedicular
distance. The current model produced similar results. The injury itself is of utmost
importance in the acute and chronic stages because of potential neurological deficit.
Classification of the injury has been a source of much attention in the literature
for this reason. Accurate and implementable classification schemes are important to
identify clinical instability, which has been defined as the inability of the spine under
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physiological loads to maintain relationships between vertebrae so that there is neither
initial nor subsequent neurologic deficit, no major deformity, and no severe pain [11].
Much debate has recently emerged on the usefulness of current classifications, and no
agreement has been reached on a universal scheme. A uniformly accepted classification
is ideal to identify and describe an injury as well as assist physicians in management
decisions [113]. It is not the purpose of this thesis to discuss classification schemes,
however, the following sources are useful to appreciate and understand the necessity for
thoracolumbar injury classifications: [114-119]. As stated earlier, the Denis classification
scheme was used to classify the thoracolumbar fractures in the current study [29]. Denis
emphasizes that the middle column is the key contributing factor to mechanical
instability. Thus, if the posterior body wall is disrupted, spinal instability is likely to be
an issue.
Holdsworth was the first to hypothesize the mechanism of the burst fracture.
Indeed, the description “burst” originated from his review article in J Bone Joint Surg Am
[120]. Holdsworth stated, “When severe [vertical compression] force is applied to the
top of the head or to the buttocks, one or the other vertebral end plate fractures and the
nucleus of the disc is forced into the vertebral body which explodes. The body is
shattered from within outward resulting in what I have called a ‘burst’ fracture.” His
hypothesis was supported by an earlier work by Roaf [121]. Roaf applied slow vertical
compression to functional units and observed the response of the disc by inserting radioopaque dye into the nucleus pulposus. He observed that the end plate bulged with
increasing load and eventually cracked, displacing nuclear material into the vertebral
body with further compression. Since then, several authors have noted similar results
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following the production of burst fractures. Dissection of fractured vertebral preparations
revealed that nuclear material was displaced into the vertebral body via endplate fractures
[13,21].
Tran et al. investigated the effect of loading rate on burst fracture characteristics
using bovine spines. The study delivered similar energy to the specimens using high and
low rate loading via drop-weight and MTS techniques. The resulting post injury CT
images and measured peak transient canal occlusions were significantly different, again
highlighting the lack of usefulness for an energy threshold for injury. The high loading
rate group had a mean canal occlusion of 48%, whereas the low loading rate group had a
mean canal occlusion of 7% [12]. Thus, the investigators concluded that the high-rate
load application would likely involve neurologic injury, whereas the low rate load
application would not. Tran et al. also concluded the study agreeing with the internal
pressurization theory proposed by Holdsworth, although without supporting data for
evidence. The group stated that hydraulic strengthening by pressurization of internal
fluid enhances the compressive strength of the vertebral body, making the compression
fracture less likely, and at the same time creates hoop tensile stresses that increase the
potential for failure by bursting.
Computational modeling has supported this theory as well. The drop-weight
technique was equivalently modeled in the computational environment to monitor stress
distribution in a T12-L1 functional unit. At its maximum dynamic compression the
endplates bulged towards their vertebral bodies. The highest effective stress was located
at the central parts of the endplates adjacent to the nucleus and at the base of the pedicles
[122]. These results supported an earlier FE analysis of a functional unit subjected to the
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same mechanical conditions imparted in the experimental setting using a MTS machine.
It is difficult to analyze these data, however, as only a functional unit was explored. For
example, it is interesting that stresses within the cortical bone were concentrated on the
posteroinferior parts of T12, as well as the posterosuperior parts of L1 in the study by Qiu
et al. Where would the highest stress concentrations be located for an FE model of T12L5 or T10-L3? Only a validated model of the entire thoracolumbar spine is capable of
answering this question.
In clinical burst fractures, the upper posterior region of the vertebral body is the
region most often cited as the origin of the retropulsed bony fragments [104,123]. A
retrospective clinical study revealed that the cortex of the vertebral canal thinned abruptly
at the posterior cortex of the vertebral body at the pedicle height, creating what may be a
site for high stress concentration [124]. Experimentally, Hongo et al. recorded surface
strain distribution on the middle vertebra (T10, L1, L4) of three-vertebra specimens and
reported that fracture initiation during compression loading occurs at the base of the
pedicle [24]. The tensile (in the horizontal direction) and compressive (in the vertical
direction) strain was also highest in the superior rim compared to the inferior rim in the
lumbar region. This was not the case for the thoracic vertebrae tested. What’s more,
cutting the pedicles resulted in a significant reduction in tensile strain at the base of the
pedicle. This led Langrana et al. to hypothesize that anterior shear forces transmitted by
the facet joints are responsible for causing the severe canal compromise associated with
acute thoracolumbar burst fractures [23]. Langrana et al. tested three-vertebra
thoracolumbar specimens in neutral orientation, 15o extension orientation, and in neutral
orientation again with the posterior elements removed. The group observed that the
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facet joints transmit loads of sufficient magnitude and that specimens tested in 15o
extension produced fracture patterns characteristic of acute burst fractures, including an
increase in interpedicular distance. However, past studies loading specimens in flexion,
an orientation in which the facets are unloaded, produced fracture patterns with severe
canal compromise (Table 1). Also, the current study produced canal compromise
originating from the upper posterior region of the vertebral body, the most common site,
with the specimen in flexion. Thus, data exists to suggest that the facet joints are not
critical in determining the degree of injury.
There is also empirical evidence against the theory of an internal bursting
mechanism [125]. Ochia and Ching recorded internal pressure measurements during
burst fracture formation in human thoracolumbar specimens. The internal pressure
changes were measured during 10 mm/s and 2500 mm/s displacement rates. The study
revealed that initial peak internal pressure actually decreased from slow- to high-speed
tests. The researchers attributed the finding to the associated decrease in strain at failure
for high-speed tests, and asserted that vertebral fracture with less displacement would
relieve any internal pressure early in the injury event reducing the likelihood that a large
internal pressure could occur during or contribute to burst fractures. Thus, internal
pressurization may not be a mechanism of injury either. There is inadequate evidence to
confidently confirm or refute the theory at the present time.
As stated earlier, burst fractures tend to occur in younger population. Willen et al.
noted that vertebrae from subjects above seventy years of age tended to collapse totally in
compression due to dynamic axial loading, whereas vertebrae from subjects under forty
years of age showed the comminuted fracture pattern characteristic of burst fractures
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[13]. Shirado et al. also reported that no burst fractures occurred in specimens with low
bone mineral density [21], a typical characteristic of elderly population. These
observations may help explain the pathomechanism of burst fracture.
The mechanical function of vertebral bone is partly explained by its composition
and architecture. The intrinsic properties of the vertebra’s tissue and the arrangement of
this tissue allow bone to function effectively under imposed loads, providing strength and
resistance to fracture. Bone’s composition is made up of fibrous Type I collagen and
enmeshed calcium phosphate minerals in a form similar to hydroxypatite [126]. These
two chief structural materials provide the inevitable trade-off between toughness and
stiffness [127]. The basic vertebra consists of a cortical shell and a trabecular inner core
matrix (cancellous bone). During compressive loading, its inner trabecular structure
helps dissipate deformation energy without propagation of any formed cracks.
A marked difference in the mechanical response of bone is due to the amount of
mineralization. Minerals possess brittle properties, whereas collagen fibrils possess
compliant and elastic properties. In osteoporotic vertebrae there is a deficiency in
minerals, such as calcium and phosphate. Thus, the bone lacks material that has brittle
properties, and the body will have a propensity to collapse under compression loading
instead of resulting in a comminuted (brittle-like) fracture. The experimental
investigations by Willen et al. and Shirado et al. support this assertion.
What’s more, analysis of stress-strain curves obtained from bone in compression
has revealed that there is a ductile-to-brittle transition in the type of deformation from
low to high strain rates [128-130] . Previous studies have shown that high loading rates,
as might be experienced during falls and high speed impacts, lead to increased brittleness
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and higher yield strength and stiffness [131-133] . Robertson and Smith in 1978 found
the fracture mode of porcine mandibular and bovine femoral bone to be a strong function
of strain rate. For both specimens, there was a critical strain rate in which the type of
deformation transitioned from ductile- to brittle-like. In addition, recent data suggest an
apparent soft-tissue stiffening/strengthening during high-rate loading [101]. Therefore,
the entire lumbar spine, i.e., vertebrae and discs, exhibit more stiff and brittle properties
with higher loading rates.
Thus, the behavior of the burst fracture may in part be explained by a ductile to
brittle transition of bone from lower to higher strain rates. There may be a critical strain
rate specific to the lumbar spine in which the vertebrae transitions in a similar fashion. It
is important to note, however, that human bone has some post-failure load integrity
(“failure” is at the point where the material strength is defined) and therefore cannot be
grossly characterized as a brittle material. Nonetheless, to describe the manner in which
burst fractures occur as brittle-like is informative, and may be reasonable for identifying
the catastrophic nature of the injury.
The exact injury mechanism of burst fractures remains ambiguous. The current
experimental model is ideal to investigate this injury, and further testing is warranted.

4.3 Limitations
The current study monitored the onset and progression of soft-tissue injury by
recording the maximum flexion ROM. Panjabi et al. suggested dividing the normal
ROM into two motion parameters: the neutral zone (NZ) and the elastic zone (EZ) [134].
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NZ is a measure of joint laxity, and is defined as the displacement or rotation under
approximately zero load. The EZ is defined as the displacement or rotation from the end
of the neutral zone to the position under maximum load. The ROM, then, is the sum of
the NZ and EZ (Fig. 19).

Figure 19: The three motion parameters, EZ, NZ, and ROM, suggested by Panjabi
et al. to describe normal spinal kinematics [134].

Oxland and Panjabi compared the sensitivity of the three motion parameters in
identifying soft-tissue injury using the drop-weight method and cervical porcine spines.
The researchers, using the high-speed weight-drop model, demonstrated that the NZ was
the most sensitive motion parameter in defining the onset and progression of spinal (softtissue and bony) injury, while the elastic zone parameter did not change significantly with
injury. The ROM, consequently, was less sensitive since it was dependent on both the
NZ and EZ [135]. However, in a later study using human thoracolumbar specimens, the
researchers noted that the NZ and ROM measurements did indeed identify injury at the
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same trauma level by both having statistically significant increases. The group confirmed,
though, that the NZ was a more sensitive measurement. In the flexion mode, it was
found to be 2.3 times more sensitive than the ROM [64]. Thus, the ROM measurements
from the flexibility tests in the current study were effective in monitoring spinal injury,
but the measurements may have underestimated an injury.
Another possible limitation of this study is the lack of active and passive lumbar
musculature in the cadaver model. However, simulated musculature was not
incorporated for several reasons. First, simulating physiologic loading in experimental
testing is difficult. Although the summed stabilizing forces have been approximated
using a follower load in past in vitro testing [136,137], the effect of the preload was
shown to have a minor effect on ROM for flexion-extension [138]. Therefore, segmental
kinematics obtained in the current study would only be slightly affected. The added
complexity was not warranted. Secondly, concerning a computational model, muscle
forces are difficult to establish as independent variables [139]. For this reason, it was
important to limit the number of parameters during development of the experimental
model in light of using the cadaveric data for validation purposes.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Implications and Contributions
The present study developed a biomechanically accurate experimental model to
investigate lumbar spine injuries during high-rate axial loading. It is the first high-rate
axial loading experiment simulating realistic inertial loading with a full-length isolated
osteoligamentous lumbar spine, wherein both ends of the specimen were free to move in
the vertical direction. This type of loading can be experienced during a military seat
ejection from aircraft, underbody blast due to improvised explosive devices, or a fall
from height. Acceleration conditions in the current study were biased toward modeling
the boost or in-rail phase of a military seat ejection sequence. The model is flexible in
terms of applied accelerations/loads and location of load application to the superior end
of the specimen. Therefore, the model can induce specimen-specific inertial loading via
the addition of variable mass to the upper platform, can simulate a wide range of
acceleration scenarios by controlling the magnitude, duration, and rate of onset of vertical
acceleration, and can model occupants in and out of position (e.g., forward flexed at the
time of ejection). Additionally, the wide range of metrics incorporated during model
development, including accelerations, loads, segmental kinematics, vertebral body
compressions, and pre- and post-test CT images, will permit the identification of accurate
injury tolerance thresholds for specific loading scenarios during future testing.
The data obtained herein provide the most comprehensive high-rate response data
of the thoracolumbar spine to date. Segmental and overall kinematics were obtained
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using realistic boundary conditions. By conducting drop tests with the impacting
cylinder at three eccentricities, robust calibration/validation can be done with an FE
model of the intact lumbar spine, initiating parametric computational studies
investigating injury mitigation.

5.2 Future Research
Little research has been performed to analyze spinal injury systematically under
high-speed impact loading conditions [140]. In the past, an arbitrary impact energy was
presumably chosen to produce burst fractures. Panjabi systematically established a burst
fracture threshold energy using an incremental approach [71]. However, as discussed
previously, an energy threshold is inefficient to establish an injury criterion that would be
useful in real-world application. The current model is ideal and flexible for studying
typical axial loading situations. The injury model was developed to easily control and
monitor the parameters of the acceleration and load pulse (magnitude, duration, and rate
of onset) and orientation of the spinal column. These parameters have been incorporated
in the definition of past injury criterion, and may prove most useful for an axial
thoracolumbar injury criterion. Delineating the effects of these factors is also imperative
for future safety design considerations not only for ejection seats, but also for the civilian
environment. Thus, future testing is warranted to develop an injury criterion for anterior
wedge and burst fractures.
Spinal orientation is an important factor in injury patterns since stresses and load
distribution among the load bearing tissues is altered. The importance of spinal
orientation during seat ejection has been highlighted previously [25,141]. Thus, future
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investigations using the developed injury model is warranted to test specimens in
different initial orientations to represent in-position and out-of-position. The lumbar
spine’s orientation during normal upright seating can serve as a basis.

Upright sitting

with a backrest produces an average of 16.0 ± 8.4 degrees of sacral inclination, defined as
the angle between the superior endplate of the S1 vertebra and the horizontal plane
parallel to the ground [142]. The total lumbar lordosis (S1-L1) in this orientation is 30.2
± 13.6 degress.
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Appendix A

Figure 20: Illustration describing transferred load data. Axis definitions follow the
right hand rule. Rz and Rx is the distance measured between the two origins.

The loads recorded by the six-axis load cell were transferred to the local axis
origin of L5 according to the equations below. The sign from Rz and Rx were carried
from the axes definitions illustrated in Fig. 20.

FxL 5 = FxLC
FyL 5 = FyLC
Fz L5 = Fz LC
MxL 5 = MxLC − Rz ∗ FyLC
MyL 5 = MyLC + Rz ∗ FxLC − Rx ∗ Fz LC
MzL 5 = Mz LC + Rx ∗ FyLC

